Extraordinary General Meeting: Organisation Tour du Canton 2011

11 November 2010

Present: David Nisbet, Pascal Fernier, Hervé Cornet, Olaf Dunkel, Davide Bozzini, Klaus Hanke, Gregor Grawер, Alain Cauphy, Nick Ziogas, Andy Butterworth

Route propositions
Plans here

1. Dave proposed a route which does a tour via the PSB, then exits CERN and loops anticlockwise in the vineyards. Only reserve: path up the side of CERN is quite narrow, difficult at start of race. However, it is for horses and 4x4, and with 1 tour of the Booster = 1km to spread out the runners.
2. Andy proposed a route which exits CERN by Entrance E (Ch de Gaulle): No problem with narrow paths, but more tarmac. Difficulty with authorisation? How long will it take to get permission? Olaf: We need definitive parcours by March 2011.
3. Nick proposed a route with a longer loop inside CERN: Good length of circuit inside CERN, good to show people parts of CERN they never see. Problem with blocking the fire station?

Proposition number 1 was voted by a large majority.

Organisation
Dave proposes to form an organisation committee with 2 working groups: Race route, Infrastructure. Pascal volunteers for the Race Route coordinator. The job of coordinator for Infrastructure is still open (Andy volunteered after the meeting).

Issues
Parking is a major issue: We have the Flagpoles, Globe, navettes from Meyrin sports centre? Showers: Pump room + 565 + Maisonnex (commune de Meyrin)? It was suggested to contact Michel Houlmann for liaison with communes.